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Does anybody know how I can do this? I tried opening the file in Microsoft Word, however it won't open the file due to unknown characters. A: It's not a type of PDF, it's an old IBM (I think) version of PDF that is a standard before PDF was a standard (1999) It is a proprietary format and is not a recognized open standard. Since it's an IBM standard, it is very widely used. I have not used it, but I believe you can convert it to a standard PDF
using pdftotext (program) - you will need a program that supports PDF version 1.3 or newer. You can also try using Ghostscript to do this, you can use the -T switch of the program to tell it to interpret the PDF as a TIFF (not recommended) or image format (recommended) #!/usr/bin/env node /* globals * mocha */ const path = require('path') const fs = require('fs') const chai = require('chai') const fsLinear = require('../lib/fs-linear')
chai.use(require('chai-fs-linear')) const mocha = require('mocha') const chaiStream = require('chai-stream') chaiStream.use(require('chai-stream-promise')) const rimraf = require('rimraf') const fse = require('fs-extra') const fsi = require('fs-inject') const testPath = path.join(__dirname, '../../test') mocha.setup(require(testPath)) const Promise = chai.promisify(fs.promises) mocha.reporter('table').includeReporter(function (details) { if
(details.type ==='spec') { fse.writeFileSync(details.filepath, details.screenshot, 'utf8') } }) chai.use(require('chai-fs-linear')) const assert = chai.assert const linear = fsLinear(fs.readdirSync(testPath), { sample: '240000', t 2d92ce491b
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